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Bulgaria Update: Meet Alex
When Alex was an 18 year old university student, he began wondering about
the existence of God.
While searching online for answers, he came across our English evangelistic
website, everystudent.com. After spending time reading through many of the
articles, he realized that God is real and placed his faith in Jesus. He began to
grow in his faith and stayed connected through follow up email series.
Alex, who is Bulgarian but lives and works in Germany (he is a volunteer with
Cru), became convinced that he wanted his fellow Bulgarians to have access to
this site in their own language so that they too could hear the good news of the
Gospel. Fast forward a few years, and he has now not only gotten the site
translated, but he also runs the Bulgarian version. In the past three months
alone, he has seen 40,000 site visitors and 400 people express a desire to
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receive Christ! He doesn’t stop there though, he actively works to connect
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these people to the local church in Bulgaria.
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It is a privilege to work with people like this who have a passion for making
Jesus known. Your partnership allows us to put on workshops like the one we
hosted in Bulgaria, where we get to come alongside these “digital missionaries”
and help them grow their ministries. Thank you! Please join me in thanking the
Lord for what he is doing through Alex in Bulgaria, and pray for our digital
missionaries in all of the other Eastern European countries!

L: Alex and my teammate, Miheret. R: All of our Eastern European digital strategists in So a, Bulgaria. Top
photo: Enjoying a Bulgarian feast with fellow digital strategists from Albania, Russia, and Croatia.

Prayer Requests:
In April, we will host a Digital Strategies Summit in Buenos Aires, Argentina. We
are expecting around 150 conference participants from all over the world,
including all of our global DS leaders.
Please pray for this signi cant time, and pray for our leaders who are having a
hard time getting visas! We originally chose this location because our initial
research indicated it would not be complicated to get visas, but that is now
proving not to be the case. Please pray that the people God would have there
would be able to come!
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